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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES**

- To learn the bases of diagnosis, characterisation and staging of Gastroenteropancreatic (GEP) Neuroendocrine Neoplasms (NENs)
- To understand the essentials in the assessment and the value of multidisciplinary management of patients with GEP NENs
- To understand the diagnostic and therapeutic role of nuclear medicine within the global clinical strategy
- To learn how to integrate and to sequence the available therapies in the management of a patient with advanced GEP NENs

**Friday, 26 June 2020**

| 09:00-09:20 | Welcome and course overview  
|            | Nicola Fazio, IT  
|            | Angela Lamarca, UK |

| 09:20-11:00 | Session 1  
|            | Terminology, diagnosis, characterisation and staging |

- 25’ Role of pathology  
  Massimo Milione, IT

- 25’ Role of radiology  
  Marie-Pierre Vullierme, FR

- 25’ Role of nuclear medicine  
  Vikas Prasad, DE
25’ Discussion
Faculty

11:00-11:30 Coffee break

11:30-12:55 Session 2
Clinical management of functioning NETs

30’ Carcinoid syndrome (Carcinoid heart disease and mesenteric fibrosis)
Simona Glasberg, IL

30’ Chronic diarrhea
Chris Verslype, BE

25’ Discussion
Faculty

12:55-13:50 Session 3
Locoregional treatments

25’ Radical and complete surgery in locally advanced non-functioning GEP NETs
Els Nieveen van Dijkum, NL

30’ Role of non-surgical liver directed therapies
Guido Bonomo, IT

13:50-14:50 Lunch

14:50-16:00 Session 3 / Continuation

15’ Current systemic therapies (apart from SSA and PRRT)
Halfdan Sorbye, NO

10’ The ideal NET patient for PRRT
Vikas Prasad, DE

10’ The right management of an SSA
Simona Glasberg, IL

10’ Overview of guidelines for management of advanced disease
Francesca Spada, IT

25’ Discussion
Faculty

16:00-16:30 Coffee break
16:30-17:15  Session 4  
**New therapies**

15’  New Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors (TKIs)  
Jorge Barriuso, UK

15’  Immunotherapy  
Jorge Barriuso, UK

15’  Discussion  
Faculty

17:15-18:00  Session 5  
**MDT discussion**

- Refractory carcinoid syndrome in metastatic small bowel NET
- Metastatic GEP NET: cytoreductive approach (liver directed therapies and primary tumour removal)  
Francesca Spada, IT and Faculty

19:30  Networking dinner

---

**Saturday, 27 June 2020**

09:00-12:30  **Workshops sessions**  
Three parallel workshops sessions with 20 delegates in each group (delegates will attend all 3 sessions on a rotation basis)  
15’ Introduction based on clinical cases presented by speakers  
40’ Discussion  
5’ Break

**Workshop 1**  
60’  **Challenges in diagnosis, characterisation and staging**  
Massimo Milione, IT  
Marie-Pierre Vullierme, FR  
Simona Glasberg, IL

**Workshop 2**  
60’  **Technical and clinical indication to PRRT**  
Vikas Prasad, DE  
Chris Verslype, BE

11:00-11:30  **Coffee break**

**Workshop 3**  
60’  **Clinical approach to high grade GEP NENs**  
Håifdan Sorbye, NO and Jorge Barriuso, UK  
Francesca Spada, IT

12:30-13:00  **Feedback on the workshops from each group**
13:00-13:30  Synthesis and wrap-up  
Nicola Fazio, IT  
Angela Lamarca, UK

13:30-14:30  Lunch